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How Amberwing provides the understanding
and skills that help kids give themselves grace

When you’re a kid, and you break your arm, you get
a cast. Sure, it’s annoying and a little itchy, but it’s a
visible reminder to take it easy for a while. It lets others
know to be gentle. Plus, your classmates can sign it
with positive encouragement, and sometimes that can
help ease the pain.
Anxiety isn’t like breaking your arm. People struggling
with anxiety don’t always have obvious symptoms, even
when a storm brews below the surface. Grace Ryan’s
anxiety wasn’t always the invisible kind. She’s struggled
with it since fourth grade. “It was really hard for me to
get to school. I would cry and say I’m not going. I was
so upset, and I would sit in the office all day,” Grace
explains.
She saw a therapist at school who helped her through
fourth grade and into fifth. But when she went back for
seventh grade after a year of virtual learning, Grace’s
comfort levels were tested again. “I was knocking on
four different people’s doors to see who I could sit with
so I could try to calm down,” Grace says.

[ u n d e r s tood ]
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Her parents brought up Amberwing, the mental
health and wellness center owned by the Miller-Dwan
Foundation. Grace’s younger sister had been so
successful from going there. It took some convincing,
but Grace agreed to try the three-week outpatient
program for middle-school-aged kids. Preparing to start
at Amberwing brought on a rollercoaster of emotions.
“The first day, I came home and I cried. I’m not used to
talking about my feelings 24/7,” Grace says.
It didn’t take long for Grace to find her footing. She
started to understand that what she was going through
was hard, and she deserved help.

Carrie, Grace’s mom, says that beyond the care
Amberwing providers give to kids, they also support
families and schedule follow-up calls after the
program has ended. It’s been a relief to see Grace
doing so well. “It goes back to validation for our
whole family. There were days when Grace didn’t go
to school and I had to try to get my head into work.
Amberwing understands and sees that,” Carrie
explains. Her advice is to not wait until the problems
become a huge struggle, and to not feel ashamed
about asking for help because Amberwing is an
amazing resource for families. She and Grace agree
that if people talk more openly about mental health,
maybe more progress can be made.

“It made me feel so validated,” Grace said.
Days at Amberwing included group therapy, occupational
therapy, Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) skills, and art
therapy. There was also time for schoolwork, homework,
and spirituality. She says the skills she learned stuck
so well because the providers at Amberwing, including
psychotherapist Kaylen Knutson, saw her struggles and
understood her.
“She totally got me. When I was trying to explain
something, she’d put it in her own words and I’d say,
‘Yeah, that’s exactly what I’m going through,’” Grace says.
As her time at Amberwing drew to a close, Grace was
surprised by how sad she was to leave. It felt like home.
Today, with her DBT toolkit and the confidence she’s
gained, she says her overall anxiety is much lower and
under control. “Before, when I got so scared, I would have
to go to the nurse’s office or the counselor. Now I know
that sometimes you just have to sit in the feeling and
let it be there,” Grace said. “I’ve actually done breathing
exercises in the bathroom stalls. It works.”

“I knew the statistics,” says Grace, “but meeting people with mental
health issues showed me that I’m not alone. It’s OK. I have anxiety.
I went to Amberwing, I learned the skills, and I came out better.”

It’s a reminder of the seen and unseen struggles
those around us may face. By stopping and taking a
breath, reaching out for help, or leaning on family and
friends, we’re able to give ourselves and others the
kindness we all deserve.
That’s what Grace does. And wouldn’t we all benefit
from being a little more like her?

AMBERWING - CENTER FOR
YOUTH & FAMILY WELL-BEING

was created by the Miller-Dwan
Foundation to be a welcoming,
healing environment with
skilled, compassionate
providers. You can make a
significant impact on the lives
of youth and their families
by supporting Amberwing at
mdfoundation.org.

Watch a video about
Grace’s story at
mdfoundation.org
MILLER-DWAN FOUNDATION
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Knowing what to look for can help us better support
loved ones struggling with their mental health

Signs of a possible mental health problem
in children, adolescents, and teens:

[ see ing ]

• Recent social withdrawal and loss of interest
in others
• An unusual drop in functioning, especially at
school or work, such as quitting sports, failing in
school, or difficulty performing familiar tasks

T H E

S I G N S

• Problems with concentration, memory, or logical
thought and speech that are hard to explain
• Heightened sensitivity to sights, sounds,
smells or touch; avoidance of over-stimulating
situations

When it comes to mental health, knowing when to reach out and offer help can
make a world of difference. Depression, suicidal thoughts, anxiety, stress, or other
concerns can come on suddenly, or so slowly they can be hard to see. One clear
indicator is when a child or young person’s emotions or substance use interferes
with their ability to be successful at home, school, or in the community.
By knowing more about developing symptoms, or early warning signs, you can
take steps to reduce the severity of an illness—and possibly even delay or prevent
a major mental illness altogether. One or more of the following signs may indicate
a need for help. If you see warning signs, please don’t ignore them. Contact
Amberwing for help.
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• Loss of initiative or desire to participate in any
activity; apathy
• A vague feeling of being disconnected from
oneself or one’s surroundings; a sense of
unreality
• Unusual or exaggerated beliefs about personal
powers; illogical or “magical” thinking
• Fear or suspiciousness of others or a strong
nervous feeling
• Uncharacteristic, peculiar behavior
• Dramatic sleep and appetite changes or
deterioration in personal hygiene
Source: American Psychiatric Association

Amberwing, the mental health and wellness center owned by the
Miller-Dwan Foundation, was created to support youth and their
families as they face mental health challenges. Learn more at the
Amberwing Family Resource Center and reach out when you need to.

MILLER-DWAN FOUNDATION
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When a number of health concerns seemed to hit
all at once, Evelyn Von Holdt’s family struggled
to find a place that would provide the roundthe-clock care she needed. Her son Bruce and
granddaughter Jessie worried that no one could
care for Evelyn as well as they could. They also
didn’t know how much time they would have
together.
“Evelyn was always putting other people ﬁrst.
She cared about others more than herself,”
Jessie explains. Never one to forget a birthday
or anniversary, Evelyn loved to talk on the phone
and mail out cards to let her family know she was
thinking of them. “That’s why it was so important
for us to care for her this way at the end.”

[ compa s si o n ]
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How Solvay Hospice House elevates compassion
and connection in end-of-life care

By the end of last summer, Evelyn was facing spinal
stenosis, pulmonary fibrosis, and kidney disease. Her
family toured skilled nursing facilities that offered end-oflife care for Evelyn, but none of them seemed to provide
the compassion that their family-focused, big-hearted
Evelyn deserved. They also worried that they’d miss out
on time together as visitors were often restricted due
to the COVID-19 pandemic. Finally, they visited Solvay
Hospice House and felt complete peace of mind.

“When I saw the place I thought, ‘This is
unbelievable.’ Only God’s hand could have
created something like this,” Bruce says.

Solvay’s 12 private rooms and shared spaces were
specifically designed by the Miller-Dwan Foundation to
feel like home while offering 24-hour medical care that
allows families to spend meaningful time together. Bruce
was struck by the beautiful building nestled in the woods,
surrounded by the calming presence of nearby wildlife.
Beyond the home itself, Bruce explains how the entire
staff, from hospice nurses to kitchen staff and volunteers,
went above and beyond in caring for Evelyn.
“I don’t think they look at it as a job. They see it as a
calling,” Bruce says.
When Evelyn’s family brought a floral arrangement, a
staff member grabbed a vase and arranged the flowers
without a second thought. Another person cut and styled
Evelyn’s hair during her stay, making her feel special and
like herself again. “They would pray with her, which was
very meaningful to my grandma,” Jessie says. “We always
had the feeling that they were there for us.”

As time went on, Evelyn lost the ability to use her
hands, followed by her ability to walk. At one point,
talking on the phone—one of the activities that
brought Evelyn so much joy—was no longer possible.
Still, the staff at Solvay Hospice House would hold the
phone up to Evelyn’s ear so her family could talk to
her when they weren’t able to make the 3-hour drive
from Bemidji. No matter when they called or how long
they talked, someone from Solvay was there to give
her family the chance to be with her.
That compassion carried through to Evelyn’s last
days. “The night she passed, my sister was there.
They took care of her so nicely,” Bruce explains. “You
can’t describe it, the reverence they had.” Just by the
looks on their faces and their actions, he could tell the
staff was feeling their pain. “The dignity after death
was unbelievable,” Bruce says.
Approaching this journey with dignity, comfort, and
peace is what Solvay Hospice House is known for.
Their level of support for loved ones, their families,
and what they face at the end of life is remarkable.
“Comfort, compassion, dignity, and spiritual needs—
those are all met at Solvay. And that is something
that should be seen and lifted up when you’re in that
time of your life,” Jessie says. “It’s something that can
sometimes be neglected when you think of death and
dying,” Bruce continues. “But this was the perfect
transition for end of life.”
Bruce and Jessie lost a family member whose love
they felt so strongly up until those final moments. In
that sadness, they are consoled by the fact that she
was comfortable and with her family until the end.
Bruce explains, “Everything we could have wanted for
her was right there in that building. Every community
needs a place like Solvay.”

SOLVAY HOSPICE HOUSE

was built and is maintained
through the generosity of those
who support the Miller-Dwan
Foundation. You can support the
life-affirming work of Solvay by
making a gift at mdfoundation.org.

Watch a video about
Bruce and Jessie at
mdfoundation.org

MILLER-DWAN FOUNDATION
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How Chelsea’s facility dog, Humble, keeps
kids in speech therapy excited and engaged

[ u n l e a s h e d j oy ]
Anyone who has spent any time with kids knows that their
joy is a wonder. The excitement of discovering a new word or
idea can ripple through the room, leaving a wake of smiles
and pride. This is what Chelsea Sorvik, CCC/SLP, a pediatric
speech-language pathologist at the Polinsky Medical
Rehabilitation Center, loves about her patients. “They light
up the room. They want to engage and have fun,” Chelsea
says. But getting kids to open up at first can be a challenge.
Or at least it was until Humble came along.
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Humble is a 2 ½-year-old black Labrador retriever
who recently joined Chelsea at the Polinsky Medical
Rehabilitation Center. Chelsea works with kids ages 18
months to 18 years on a variety of communication and
speech skills. Last year, she pursued the possibility of
getting a facility dog to aid her practice.
She credits her husband, Josh, with the idea. “My husband

Now, Chelsea and her patients will head into the hallway

had a service dog named Olivia who came from Canine

to work on skills as they throw a ball to Humble. After a

Companions. She would help with daily tasks like retrieving

difficult task, playing fetch can help kids work on saying

his phone or picking up a wheelchair tire as he was getting

certain sounds like the “G” in “Go.” But that’s not all

out of the car,” she says. “It ignited a desire in me to want to

Humble does.

use a dog in therapy.”
“Humble likes to play Candy Land and several other
Chelsea went through multiple interviews, an application

board games. The kids will work on an “S” sound, and

process, and extensive training that included a week in Ohio

then get to push the button to activate the spinner.

to match her with a dog and learn commands. (In support of

They’ll take turns with Humble,” she says. The 72-pound

their goal to make animal-assisted therapy more available,

retriever can also play catch, push a ball with his nose,

the Miller-Dwan Foundation helped cover the cost of getting

demonstrate turn-taking and social engagement, bowl,

Humble.) “We had an instant bond. When they told us we’d

and make rounds in the waiting room to greet visitors.

be matched, he was doing bunny hops and wagging his tail,

Beyond his active participation in therapy exercises,

and I was crying. It felt like it was meant to be,” she says. “It

Humble adds joy to the facility.

was one of the highlights of my life—up there with marriage
and having a baby.”
Almost any pet dog can become a therapy dog by meeting
certain standards. But Humble’s training started when
he was born. He spent his early life at the training facility

“Having a dog present can reduce stress and bridge gaps between
me and the kiddos,” Chelsea says. “He brings out love and
compassion. A child might meet him for the first time, and they’ll
run over and put their arms around his neck. He’s just sweet.”

learning skills and manners. All that training has paid off.
MILLER-DWAN FOUNDATION
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Humble can see something in kids and comfort
them in ways that make them feel at ease. A
parent of one of Chelsea’s patients struggled
with agoraphobia, or the fear of leaving home.
She says that Humble helped create a place
that both the patients and parents could trust.
“Bringing your child to a therapist can be a scary
thing. Humble can help reduce some of that
anxiety. He brings light to people who might be
scared,” she says—for both patients and their
families. He has that effect on Chelsea, as well.
“Seeing the way my kiddos respond is super
motivating. It’s a dream come true,” she says,
“It also makes me calm that I can reach down
and pet his head.”
In a perfect world, every therapist who wants
one would have access to a facility dog. Thanks
to your support of the Miller-Dwan Foundation
Animal-Assisted Therapy Program, you’re
helping to make that possible—one ﬂuffy,
brown-eyed black Lab retriever at a time.

A GIFT TO THE MILLER-DWAN FOUNDATION DESIGNATED
TO THE ANIMAL-ASSISTED THERAPY FUND

will recognize pets as our partners in care. You can
support the ongoing and expanded therapeutic use of
animals in a variety of departments through a gift at
mdfoundation.org.
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Watch a video about
Chelsea and Humble at
mdfoundation.org

How your dog can make a difference as a
therapy animal with the Miller-Dwan Foundation.

R E C O G N I Z I N G

T H E

[ p ote n t i a l ]
O F

If you’ve had a pet for any amount of time, you’ve
likely felt the comfort and reassurance they can

O U R

O W N

P E T S

Your dog may be able to become a service dog that
helps people with disabilities, a therapy dog that can
provide comfort and attention to people in hospice,

provide. Dogs seem to sense when we need extra

schools, and more, or an emotional support dog that

love and attention—sometimes before we even do.

Becoming a therapy dog requires several steps,

The Miller-Dwan Foundation has long recognized

offers therapeutic benefits through companionship.
including basic obedience, online or in-person training
with you, an evaluation, health assessment, and

dogs’ impact on a patient’s mood and recovery.

background check.

The need for therapy dogs is always growing.

If you and your dog have completed all the necessary
steps or would like more information on volunteering
as a pet therapy team with the Miller-Dwan Foundation,
call 218-786-5829.
MILLER-DWAN FOUNDATION
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“Recreational railroading is what I call it,” Eliot Haycock
explains. “My favorite thing to do is ride railroad
passenger trains around Canada, from Winnipeg to
Vancouver and back. It’s beautiful wilderness country,
and I just can’t get enough of it.”
Eliot is 78 years old (or 35, depending on whom you ask).
He fills his days traveling and enjoying the outdoors with
his wife, Naomi. For the past 40 years, you could find the
Haycocks gathered around a fire at lakeside campsites
from June until Labor Day. They were campground hosts
at Fall Lake and Fort Wilkins Historic State Park for over
15 years.

[ r ema rkab l e ]
How Eliot’s commitment to daily exercises
reflects the love and care of those around him.
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When you’re together for a long time, you start to pick up
on subtle changes in your loved one’s behavior. Maybe it’s
not surprising then that Naomi first noticed something
was wrong. Eliot’s family history of Parkinson’s Disease
crept into her mind, and she pushed him to make an
appointment after recognizing some of the signs. The
idea was not well-received.

“I told her that when we get to the ofﬁce, I’ll give the
doctor about ﬁve minutes, and then I’m out,” Eliot
says. That was before he met neurologist Dr. Amber
Erickson. “Dr. Erickson knew how to handle guys like
me. She was very kind, gentle, and respectful,” Eliot
says. “And she got an hour out of me.”
Right away, Dr. Erickson referred Eliot to the BIG®
and LOUD® programs at the Polinsky Medical
Rehabilitation Center. Diagnosed with Parkinsonism,
Eliot worried about how much time he’d have. “I was
concerned about what this might mean for us,”
Naomi says.
A Parkinsonism or Parkinson’s disease (PD) diagnosis
can feel defeating and overwhelming, explains Amy
Brown-Holappa, MA, CCC-SLP, a speech-language
pathologist who works with Eliot. Having the support
of a care team trained in evidence-based speech and
physical therapy programs can give patients hope and
guidance in a difﬁcult time. Over the years, thanks
to your generosity, the Miller-Dwan Foundation has
provided hundreds of thousands of dollars’ worth of
equipment and programming to the Polinsky Medical
Rehabilitation Center to help guys just like Eliot. Amy
says she and her patients share a similar mentality:
“We’re going to ﬁght it as best as we can, for as long
as we can.”
To help stave off the disease’s progression, Eliot
learned LOUD program exercises designed to
improve vocal loudness, articulation, hoarseness,
and swallowing, and BIG program exercises
through physical therapy to help recalibrate Eliot’s
movements and apply the right amount of effort.
Both programs require a lot of repetition.

Eliot has done these exercises every single day since
starting the program. “I think I missed five days in the
past year,” he said. Dr. Erickson and Amy both told Eliot
that beginning these exercises as soon as he did was
very beneficial. And so, it turned out that Naomi had
done something remarkable for him by recognizing
the signs and encouraging him to go in right away. He,
in turn, thanked her through his impressive, steadfast
commitment to mobility and speech exercises. It’s what
has kept him out of a nursing home and doing what he
loves, he says.

“I’m so proud of Eliot for being so faithful and doing these exercises,”
Naomi says. Eliot shares that gratitude with her. “I’m deﬁnitely grateful
to my wife for pushing me into this. You’re doggone right I had to
apologize. She did the right thing, no question.”

The pair moved into a one-story condo in Ashland,
Wisconsin to be closer to his doctors. Eliot sees a
speech-language pathologist once a year and
Dr. Erickson every six months. He’s planning his next
recreational railroading trip that will depart from
Winnipeg. And he’s still doing his exercises every
morning. Looking back on his diagnosis, Eliot says,
“At the time I was hoping it didn’t mean my time would
be short. And apparently, my time was not short because
here I am, five years later, doing pretty good.”

THE POLINSKY MEDICAL

Thanks to his dedication and the care provided by the
Polinsky Medical Rehabilitation Center, Eliot is ready for
his next adventure.

Watch a video about
Eliot’s progress at
mdfoundation.org

REHABILITATION CENTER

is supported through
your gifts to the MillerDwan Foundation. Learn
more and make a gift at
mdfoundation.org.

There is no doubt in Eliot’s mind that he will soon get on
that stunning passenger train, the Canadian, which Eliot
has ridden every year for many, many years.
MILLER-DWAN FOUNDATION
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2021 Miller-Dwan
Foundation Innovations
Fund

2021 Miller-Dwan
Foundation Van Gorden
Funds

Issued twice per year, Miller-Dwan Foundation

Issued twice per year, Miller-Dwan Foundation

Innovations Funds are directed to the historic specialty

Van Gorden Funds directly support physical

areas of the former Miller-Dwan Medical Center.

rehabilitation-related program and equipment needs.

$12,000 for a University of Wisconsin, Superior/
Miller-Dwan Foundation Mental Health Planning
Partnership to address unmet mental health needs in
Douglas County.

$48,370 to NorthLakes Community Clinic to expand
their occupational therapy lending closet allowing
community members to experience therapeutic
services at home.

$15,000 for a Miller-Dwan Serenity Space
specifically designed to support hospital staff.

$3,900 to the ThinkFirst Collaborative of Duluth, a
collaborative team of healthcare providers working to
eliminate accidental brain injury among children.

$25,000 to the Program for Aid to Victims of Sexual
Assault for the provision of psychotherapy services.
$15,000 to The University of Wisconsin-Superior
Pruitt Center for Mindfulness and Well-Being’s 2021
Virtual Fall Speaker Series.
$20,000 to support Amberwing’s work to provide
information and outreach services.
$2,500 Misc. Community Support.

$18,799 for inpatient rehabilitation services
equipment.
$3,500 to the Minnesota Ballet’s ABLE Program
providing ballet education for those who are
other-abled.
$10,000 to True North Adaptive Yoga. This program
provides specialized yoga education for those who
have difficulty moving.

Watch all of the stories
from the annual report here.
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2021 Miller-Dwan Foundation Designated Funds
Solvay Hospice House

Dialysis

Animal-Assisted Therapy

FI N AN C I AL SUMMAR Y 2021

For compassionate and
dignified end-of-life care, home
maintenance and subsidized
rent.............................. $441,885

To purchase equipment in
support of dialysis
care............................. $433,679

To support the use of animals
in goal-directed care
settings............................. $2,000

ASSETS

Cancer Care and Cancer
Survivorship

Spiritual Care

Amberwing – Center for Youth &
Family Well-Being
To support mental health
programming for ages birth to
26 and their families, communitywide coping education and
subsidized rent............ $534,943

Burn/Trauma
Clinician education and patient
care equipment................ $3,975

2020 (Market Value).................. $33,865,297
2021 (Market Value).................. $37,285,809 (unaudited)

For staff education and patient
support.............................$1,906

To assure availability of patient
care materials and to support
hospital staff................. $16,595

CONTRIBUTIONS

Superior Mental Health Project

Total...........................$1,600,909

2021........................................... $779,644

2020........................................... $1,156,399

To create a healing environment
and offer alternative therapies
for patient healing......... $28,669

Physical Rehabilitation Services
Patient care and
equipment................... $137,257

Amberwing
Solvay

[ impac t ]
TOGETHER, WE’RE LISTENING TO OUR

Dialysis
Physical Rehabilitation Services
Mental Health Services
Spiritual and Staff Care

R E G I O N ’ S H E A LT H C A R E N E E D S A N D

Burn/Trauma

RESPONDING WITH STRONG SUPPORT

Cancer Services

F O R I N N O VAT I V E , C O M PA S S I O N AT E A N D

Animal Assisted Therapy

EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS.

Misc.

TO TAL: $1,774,978
MILLER-DWAN FOUNDATION
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ARTcetera 2021
ARTcetera 2021 was sadly canceled due to
rising cases of COVID-19. The health and safety
of everyone involved was our top priority. And
that’s always what matters. Because even
though our annual gala celebration had to
wait, the cause it supported could not. Last
year may have been a “NOcetera” but with
your compassionate support, we never stopped
saying “YES” to our region’s health.

S AV E T H E D AT E

24

th

Annual

And we’re happy to report, that with your help,
we exceeded our goal and raised $124,000.
Thanks to your generosity, we are teaching lifechanging coping skills throughout our region.
These are the skills that can help anyone
anywhere, no matter who they are, the same
skills taught at Amberwing, the skills that save
people’s lives. In turn, that means more people
taking better care of themselves, more people
seeking the help they need and more people
truly changing their minds, their perspectives
and their moods.
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T H U R S DAY, S EP T EM BER 2 2 , 2 0 2 2

L E T T E R

F R O M

[ p r e s ide n t ]

O U R

Greetings!
2021…many of us began the year with a sense

curveball no matter how careful we’ve been. An

Thanks to your continued support of our efforts,

of hope. Optimism that 2021 was going to

illness, disease, or accident can turn our lives

people’s lives are changed for the better.

offer each of us better health, more joy and

upside down and sideways in an instant.

The incredible healthcare they’ve received

happiness, and a greater sense of well-being
than we had in 2020.

Luckily, the Miller-Dwan Foundation continues
to be predictable in the best possible way.

As we all know the future can be unpredictable,

Thanks to the generosity of our donors, we

throwing us curveballs despite our best

relentlessly tackle both the visible and unseen

intentions and preparations. Making healthy

healthcare needs. Everything we do, every

choices and doing all the “right things” can

project we create and fund, and every dollar

certainly set one up for a lifetime of good

we raise ensures you and the people you love

health. However, sometimes we or our loved

have the care options available to achieve and

ones can be thrown that health-related

maintain good health.

has given them reason to live life fully—and
full of hope.

Traci Marciniak

Tanya Nichols

PRESIDENT

2022 BOARD CHAIR

mdfoundation.org
Our website makes it easier to donate in the way that’s right for you, as well as apply
for grants or stay in touch with the Miller-Dwan Foundation community online.
Please contact us or visit anytime to talk about an intended gift, ask questions
or get additional information. 218.786.5829 • giving@mdfoundation.org
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The Miller-Dwan Foundation improves the health of the people of our region through the creation of
impactful community solutions that overcome barriers. We support the future and the legacy of Miller-Dwan
Medical Center, Polinsky Medical Rehabilitation Center, Solvay Hospice House, Amberwing – Center for
Youth & Family Well-Being and other initiatives for our region’s health. By coming together with others
who share our vision and passion, we are able to make a difference in the lives of people every day.
502 E. 2nd Street
Duluth, MN 55805
218-786-5829
mdfoundation.org

If you wish to have your name removed from the list to receive future
Miller-Dwan Foundation materials, please call or write to us at our address.

www.facebook.com/millerdwanfoundation

twitter.com/millerdwan

www.instagram.com/miller_dwan__foundation/

www.youtube.com/user/millerdwanfoundation

